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THE NEXT CHAPTER

Community projects and clinical services to reach thousands
more in 2019
n Green Pastures Hospital – developing plastic surgery in Nepal
n Shining Hospital Surkhet – loving care in action
n The challenges of climate change – building resilient communities
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
INF Day Conference, Saturday 16th May 2020

Join us for a time of prayer and to hear from our colleagues in Nepal about the amazing changes
that are happening and their plans for the future.
The Bournville College Conference Centre in Birmingham is modern and convenient – with
onsite parking and quick access to nearby motorways and train stations.
Cost for the day per person: £57 (£32.00 for previous INF/UK mission personnel). Lunch and light
evening meal included.
To find out more and book your place go to www.inf.org.uk/day or call us on 0121 472 2425.
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NEPAL’S LOST CHILDREN
People who are living in poverty
often have to make impossible
choices. What would you do when
your children are hungry, but you
cannot make ends meet and there
is no hope for life to get better?
Sadly, some families see their only chance to
alleviate some of the suffering by entrusting one
of their children to a total stranger – in the hope
that they might have a better life or even earn
some money to help the family.
These children may be ‘given away’ under the
promise of a good job or with the expectation that
they will get married into a family where they will
be safe. It is important to understand that these
parents never give up their children out of malice
– they are desperate and sincerely wish for them a
better life. Official reports show that in most cases
traffickers are people the parents know, such as
neighbours, friends, or even relatives.
Sadly, the reality that is awaiting these children is
often very different. Many of them, even as young
as 7 or 8, end up in modern types of slavery or as sex
workers. They are vulnerable and helpless, and if and
when they escape they are not only deeply scarred
psychologically, but they have also missed out on
education and on learning essential social skills.
INF’s work in poor communities is an important
step towards a safer world for children in Nepal.
Enabling parents to earn sufficient money to
meet at least the basic needs of the family means
that they no longer need to give their children
away or commit them into bonded labour. But
for many children, this help is already too late.
Those who have been separated from their
family and find themselves ruthlessly discarded
by their ‘owners’ face a bleak fate.

“It is heart-breaking to hear
what some of these children
have endured. Children are sold
as cheap labourers, sex workers,
or to perform in a circus; if they
get injured then they become Stronger together – reaching more people
worthless and are simply
through strategic partnerships
abandoned.” John Reynolds, CEO INF/UK No child should live such a traumatic childhood.
We are exploring opportunities to add to the
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work we support through partnering with
an organisation that is a specialist in building
awareness before children are trafficked, and
helping children and young adults that have
been trafficked to recover and get a fair chance
to thrive. We believe that this is one of the many
opportunities where we can make a bigger impact
and help change the lives of some of the most
vulnerable people in Nepal.
In order to work with more partners and reach
more people in need we decided to add an
experienced Programme Manager to our
team in the UK. We are particularly delighted
that the successful candidate is Nepali herself.
Lata is joining us with a decade of managerial
experience, which includes five years working in
the social care sector in the UK and five years in
international development in Nepal.
“My previous jobs provided me with a
tremendous opportunity to enhance my
programme and resource management skills, and

my programme monitoring and evaluation skills. I
have always been passionate about working with
individuals and communities to bring positive
change, with special focus on women and young
people – their social inclusion, development and
economic empowerment. I believe that every
individual needs respect and should live life to
the fullest in an enabling environment. With this
passion in my heart, I join the INF team and offer
my dedication to its values and work.”

t LATA, OUR NEW
PROGRAMME
MANAGER

FA C TS A BO U T T RAFFIC K ING IN NEPAL
The majority of victims are women and girls.
Official figures suggest that numbers are rising, but
it is a sad fact that many go missing unreported.
Figures from Maiti Nepal report that 3,202
attempts of trafficking have been intercepted
at Nepal’s borders in 2018. In the same year
2,389 individuals were reported as missing, and
only 1,220 have been found. Plan International
estimates that 8,000 girls and women are
trafficked from Nepal each year.
One in five victims are under the age of 16;
most of them are women and girls.
More than half of the missing people recorded in
2016/17 were 17 or 18 years old. Eight out of ten
victims are female and at highest risk are those who
come from extremely poor families. Dalit women
and girls (untouchables) are particularly vulnerable.
Other minorities at risk are people with disabilities
and people who are living in an area affected by
natural disasters or volatile climate.

The problem is spreading beyond
Nepal’s neighbours.
Trafficking has traditionally been to India, and
is often associated with sex trade. However, in
recent years new forms of trafficking have arisen,
particularly associated with domestic work
overseas such as in the Middle East.
Prevention, rescue and rehabilitation.
Much can be done to prevent trafficking, ranging
from awareness raising within communities at
risk to empowering women and girls through
enhanced education, vocational training and
access to credit.
There are a number of experienced organisations
in Nepal who are working together with law
enforcement agencies to rescue and repatriate
victims, and who are providing medical and
mental health support for those who have
been rescued.
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BETTER HEALTHCARE FOR NEPALI WOMEN
Bringing clinical expertise to rural communities: medical outreach
camps specialising in gynaecological issues.
Thanks to funds from UK supporters, INF’s
medical outreach camps continue to bring expert
clinical care to communities in the remotest
parts of Nepal.
The latest in a series of camps, facilitated by
the clinical teams from our Shining Hospitals in
conjunction with local staff from government
health services, has focused on gynaecological
problems.
In May and June, hundreds of women from
the Salyan, Rukum and Jajarkot Districts of
the Karnali Province attended camps and
received treatment.
In the majority of cases, women were suffering
from uterine prolapse, where the uterus
q THE TEAM AT THE GYNAECOLOGICAL CAMPS.
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descends into the vagina. Pregnancy and
childbirth are risk factors, but the condition isn’t
prevalent in the UK because good maternal
healthcare during pregnancy, labour, delivery and
postnatally significantly reduces the risk.
Conversely, women in rural areas of Nepal are
at increased risk of developing problems and
unlikely to get the right care to resolve them.
A lack of expertise locally and the challenges
inherent in living several days’ walk from the
closest hospital with medical specialists mean
thousands of Nepali women live with the
painful symptoms for many years. They’re often
ostracised by their community because of the
incontinence the condition can cause.

p TOP, LEFT: A DOCTOR AT THE GYNAECOLOGICAL CAMP TALKS TO A PATIENT. TOP, RIGHT: NURSE TAKING A PATIENT’S BLOOD
PRESSURE. BOTTOM, LEFT: ANAESTHETIST PREPARING A PATIENT FOR SURGERY. BOTTOM, RIGHT: WOMEN WAITING THEIR
TURN AT THE GYNAECOLOGICAL OUTREACH CAMP.

The series of seven-day camps meant women
could finally access the treatment they needed
after years of suffering in solitude. Some still
had to walk for two days to get to the camp, but
the relatively simple surgery that doctors could
perform there and then has helped them regain
their health, dignity and self-respect. As well as
curing certain issues immediately, doctors were
also able to refer patients to the new Fistula
Centre in Surkhet for further treatment.

Medical outreach is still so crucial to people
in remote communities. The camps bring the
necessary equipment and medical expertise to
heal people. They also offer an opportunity to
pass on practical skills and knowledge to local
healthcare professionals, leaving behind a lasting
impact and sustainable change.

To support INF’s Shining Hospitals go to www.
inf.org.uk/donate. THANK YOU.
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LOVING CARE IN ACTION – SHINING HOSPITAL

In Surkhet, INF has a history
of providing good quality
rehabilitation services for people
from near and far. It is the
only clinic in the mid-western
and far western part of Nepal
that provides treatment and
rehabilitation services to patients
with spinal cord injuries.
It is the one and only organisation in the region
which provides both medical and physical
rehabilitation for people affected by leprosy and
other disabilities.
The success of the work is reflected in the
growing demand for the clinic’s services. The
hospital has committed to reaching more
people and this vision is supported by the skilled
healthcare professionals whose dream it is to
help all those in need. To date, they have only
been able to achieve full rehabilitation for a very
6

small number of those needing treatment, but
what they have to offer is life changing.
Many patients recount, as they tell their stories
to us, how coming to the hospital brought them
from a place of darkness, void of all hope to a
| continued on page 9
p ABOVE: PHYSIOTHERAPIST PRINCY (STANDING) AND THERAPY
ASSISTANT PREM HELPING A PATIENT REGAIN MOBILITY.
q BELOW: NURSING ASSISTANT SRIJANA CARING FOR AN
ELDERLY PATIENT.

L SURKHET
Amir gets a second
lease of life
Amir broke his back 15 years
ago. Like many farmers in
Nepal, he used to collect
leaves from trees to feed his
animals. One day he fell from
a tree and found himself in
severe pain, unable to move.
His family took him to the
nearest hospital, where he was
told that his lower body would
remain paralysed. He returned
home incontinent and unable
to walk or sit up, and spent
p AMIR, HIS WIFE AND THEIR LIVESTOCK IN FRONT OF THEIR FIELDS.
the following seven years lying
on his front, totally dependent on his wife. Not being able to provide for his family left him feeling
worthless and a burden. It was a desperate situation and Amir lost all hope.
INF’s community staff came to see him and invited him to INF’s Shining Hospital Surkhet. It took
some time for Amir to pluck up the courage, but eventually he asked his family to take him. After
three months of treatment and therapy he was able to sit up, eat and clean himself. Staff fitted
him with a wheelchair and gave him advice on how to make his home wheelchair friendly so that
he could get about. They also helped
the family adapt the kitchen so that
Amir could take on the responsibility for
cooking and some household chores,
but despite all the efforts Amir struggled
to fully embrace life again. So INF’s team
continued to see and encourage him.
Several years have passed since then.
When staff visited the family a few
months ago they found him digging in
his garden with some specially adapted
tools. He and his wife have learned
how to work well together, earning
a living from harvesting crops and
farming goats. They have managed to
earn enough to move out of their small
house and are now living in a newly
built, two-storey home.
p AMIR IN FRONT OF HIS NEW HOUSE.
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Girvesh – a thriving survivor
Girvesh became very ill whilst working in India, so his family brought him back home. When one
of INF’s field workers visited him they found him in a dark and smelly room - weak, extremely thin,
hardly breathing and with pressure sores all over his body. He had tuberculosis and typhoid, and
was close to death.
Sadly, staff had to leave him at home as there weren’t enough beds available at INF’s hospital. They
showed the family how to care for his wounds and gave them some medicine. Heavy-hearted they
left, but as soon as there was a bed available they returned, braving the five-hour drive to his village
to take him to the hospital.
It became clear quite quickly that he needed surgery for his lung condition, so the team took him
to another hospital three hours’ drive away. When he returned to INF’s Shining Hospital he was
well enough to work hard to get fit, attending two therapy sessions every day and doing additional
exercises in his room with his brother.
Whilst at the clinic, Girvesh learned how to use a wheelchair and how to do ordinary daily tasks
without help. INF staff assisted his family to adapt their home to make it more accessible, and they
supported Girvesh in learning new skills to earn money.
This was 10 years ago. When they recently returned to his village the man they met was
unrecognisable from the one they had found close to death a decade before. Girvesh is fit and well,
running his own bicycle repair shop and a hairdresser business. He is much respected by all and, in
fact, quite famous in his neighbourhood. Today, Girvesh is thriving – but without the help from INF’s
staff he almost certainly would have died.

p ABOVE: GIRVESH WITH A CLIENT IN HIS BARBER SHOP.
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p ABOVE: STAFF NURSE HEMA AND DR KHAGENDRA WITH A LEPROSY PATIENT.
q BELOW: NURSING ASSISTANT SRIJANA - A WELCOME SMILE FOR ALL ON HER WARD.

| continued from page 6

place of hope with aspirations for the future.
Whole families have moved from a place of
desperation and dependence to one of dignity
and self-sufficiency.
We believe we need to bring such hope to more
people. We know there are many suffering
people in the catchment area of the hospital.
The hospital needs more staff, more equipment
and refurbished wards to increase the number
of hospital beds. And we need your help to
make this happen.

This is how your gift could help change
more lives
£15 could pay for a day of nursing care from a
staff nurse like Hema
£20 could cover the daily cost of a trained
physiotherapist to work with patients in
hospital or in their home
£63 could pay the weekly cost of a peer
counsellor. Having someone who has
experienced a similar condition and who is
able to empathise with a patient can have a
huge impact on their mental well-being.
£176 could pay the weekly cost of a
community worker, who visits patients at
home, supports them with home exercises
and helps them to adapt their house.
To make a donation, call us on 0121 472 2425,
or go to www.inf.org.uk/donate
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DEVELOPING PLASTIC SURGERY IN NEPAL
Offering first-rate reconstructive plastic surgery to patients at Green
Pastures Hospital will transform lives on many levels.
Bombarded as we are by news of celebrities’
latest ‘work’, it’s easy to think of plastic surgery
as a luxury. We often overlook just how crucial
reconstructive plastic surgery can be to
transforming people’s lives following injury or
illness – especially in a society where some see
disability and deformity as a curse.

that more patients need help immediately
after an accident or injury. As part of its vision
to prevent disability wherever possible – and
provide the best possible holistic care for people
with disabilities – Green Pastures’ plastic surgery
department will play a key role in making this
vision a reality.

Green Pastures Hospital is the only healthcare
provider in western Nepal offering plastic
surgery. Led by Dr Suraj, who specialises
in reconstructive plastic surgery, the team
comprises general and orthopaedic surgeons
but has plans to expand. The introduction of an
A&E department at Green Pastures will mean

At present the team frequently sees cases like that
of 10-year-old Dhriti, whose injuries – sustained
many years previously – have caused long-term
damage and led to further complications. In the
future they hope that immediate intervention will
mean more people can lead independent lives
free of pain and filled with hope.

q DR SURAJ WITH A PATIENT AFTER SURGERY ON HIS HANDS.

Almost a decade ago, Dhriti was badly burnt by a
lit candle being knocked onto her bed. Although
her parents rushed her to a nearby health post,
limited resources meant that the solution was
only a temporary one, designed to relieve pain
rather than treat the underlying problem. As
time went on, Dhriti’s injury became more
complicated; her family sought treatment in
hospital after hospital and she finally had surgery
in Pokhara. She was recovering well but her
limited mobility – caused by the original injury
and recent surgery – meant she was more prone
than a typical toddler to falls and accidents. After
one fall, her wound became badly infected and
she was referred to Green Pastures.
The infection compounded the original problem
and the Green Pastures’ team were confronted
by a little girl with severe and complex medical
needs. Scar tissue had caused her knee joint to
lose almost half its mobility, meaning she could only
extend her leg to 90 degrees. Her ankle and toes
had also been affected, with the scars sustained
there causing the skin to swell. For the past eight
years – almost since she had learned to walk –
she had been forced to do so with an awkward
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p LEFT: DHITRI WAS UNABLE TO MOVE HER LEG BEFORE SHE HAD SURGERY. RIGHT: DHITRI LEARNING TO WALK AGAIN

gait, made worse by the infection and related
inflammation. Surgery, aftercare and physiotherapy
at Green Pastures has resolved the underlying
problems and helped her to walk properly. She
has resumed her studies and can look forward to
a future free from pain and stigma.
“There’s a huge need for plastic surgery in the
western region of Nepal and we can reach out
to poor and marginalised people.” Dr Suraj, who
leads the plastic surgery team at Green Pastures Hospital.

Currently the plastic surgery team treats
around 300 patients every year. They might
be undergoing post-burn surgery like Dhriti to
improve their mobility; they could be patients
with spinal cord injuries who have developed
bedsores and need flap surgery or skin grafts on
the affected area; they might be cancer patients

with facial tumours needing removal and
reconstruction. One patient in every four will be
suffering the effects of leprosy.
Following expansion, the team hopes to help
another 60 to 70 people every year, many of
whom they will be able to reach immediately
thanks to the planned A&E service on site.
They also hope to work alongside local medical
colleges and private hospitals to share best
practice in plastic surgery so that even more
people at risk of disability will benefit.
With your help, prejudice, poverty and despair
can be replaced with independence, self-esteem
and hope.
To support INF’s Shining Hospitals go to
www.inf.org.uk/donate. THANK YOU.

q DHITRI – PAIN FREE AND HAPPY AFTER HER SURGERY.
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GREEN PASTURES’ PASTORAL CARE CENTRE
– A PLACE FOR HOPE AND HEALING
Staff at Green Pastures have wanted a chapel for a long time. Now
their dream has finally come true and they have purpose-built
premises in which they can offer counselling and prayer. The building
has dedicated rooms where counselling and prayer can take place
in privacy, and its main hall offers seating for up to 150 people for
larger gatherings.
Green Pastures’ Pastoral Care Team provide
the bulk of the hospital’s chaplaincy work.
The team of four is headed up by Ruth, who
has been working at Green Pastures for an
amazing 32 years—18 years as a nurse and
14 years as a counsellor. Ruth and Nimu, an
Assistant Counsellor, provide psychological
support and, if appropriate, spend time
praying with patients and their families. Sita
and Tham, both ex-leprosy patients, are
working as Peer Counsellors. They are ideally
placed to encourage patients - particularly
those affected by leprosy.
Finding a suitable person to take on the role
of ‘Head of Pastoral Care’ is proving difficult,
but fortunately the team is strengthened by
volunteers from local churches, who also come
to see patients.

p COUNSELLOR RUTH WITH A PATIENT.
q THE DREAM OF GREEN PASTURES’ CHAPEL
HAS BECOME REALITY.

The chapel’s opening ceremony will be on INF Day in November (date to be advised). To join us
in Pokhara, contact Esther on 0121 472 2425 or e-mail enquiries@inf.org.uk for further details.
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p LEFT: CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER TOBY GIVES A TALK ABOUT HEALTH AND SAFETY. RIGHT: IMPROVED SCAFFOLDING AND
HARD HATS KEEP WORKERS SAFE ON GREEN PASTURES’ BUILDING SITE.

SPREADING THE WORD ABOUT SAFER BUILDING PRACTICES
The construction of the chapel at Green
Pastures Hospital has offered some unexpected
opportunities to raise awareness of hazards
that can lead to disability.
There are many risks associated with the
construction industry, especially for builders
working at heights. In Nepal, safety standards
are minimal and risks are high. For example,
traditional methods of erecting scaffolding –
using only bars rather than platforms – make
builders more vulnerable to falls and injuries.
The chapel project manager, Toby, has taken the
opportunity to raise awareness of these risks to
the site engineer and subcontractors working on
the build, suggesting improvements to mitigate
risk. He hopes these measures not only kept the
workers on this site safe, but will also influence
good practice elsewhere as word spreads.
It’s a challenging message to put across, for a
number of reasons. Using scaffolding platforms
can slow progress and increase cost, and many
workers are so used to living and working at
height that they don’t register the risk.
Toby told us: “When you point out the risks
of some working practices, people genuinely
don’t understand. They are used to living in an
environment of steep mountains and ravines.

They don’t associate danger with heights.
Making workers aware of the risks they are taking
has been a great challenge.”
Thanks to donations from UK supporters, we
were able to support Toby in implementing his
suggestions to prevent accidents. This included
an incentive scheme to encourage builders to
wear hardhats – a change which took immediate
effect on the chapel construction site.
Other changes took slightly longer to bring
about. The contractor was initially reluctant
to add safer scaffolding platforms, as it would
involve a slight delay and additional cost, but he
eventually agreed and builders working at the
highest risk areas of the site were less vulnerable
to falls and injury.
As well as making the team more aware of
the risks of falls and head injuries and how to
mitigate these, Toby took the opportunity to
raise awareness of other construction hazards
such as noise and airborne fibres like asbestos.
If you would like to pray for Ruth and her
team, please contact Esther on 0121 472
2425, or e-mail her at enquiries@inf.org.uk to
request Ruth’s Friends of Green Pastures
prayer profile.
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“People all over the world have to face the
reality of climate change – in many parts of the
world it is manifesting as increased volatility of
extreme weather events… But poorer, developing
countries are hit much harder.”
Global Climate Risk Index 2019
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THE CHALLENGES OF
CLIMATE CHANGE
Nepal is a country of beautiful but harsh
extremes. Many of its poorest people face the
daily challenges of cultivating fields in remote
locations beneath the looming Himalayas,
whose name comes from the Sanskrit for
‘abode of snow’.
Climate change is adding to the challenges posed by the
already unforgiving landscape. According to the Climate Change
Vulnerability Index, Nepal is at ‘extreme risk’ and is ranked the
fourth most-affected country in terms of climate change in the
2019 Global Climate Risk Index.
That statistic relates to 2017 events, which saw Nepal devastated by
unusually heavy monsoon rains, flash floods and landslides. In just
one year it has risen ten places in the global rankings of countries
considered most at risk of climate change and extreme weatherrelated events. And for the 20-year period from 1998 to 2017, it
was ranked 11th most at risk, behind countries such as Bangladesh
and Madagascar. Now it has overtaken those countries in terms of
vulnerability to natural disasters caused by climate change.
The natural disasters and extreme weather events that have
devastated parts of Nepal in the last few years have been
catastrophic. Thousands of people lost their lives or got injured as
a direct result. Homes were destroyed and livelihoods – already
hanging in the balance – were wiped out.
“The poorest and often most vulnerable people have less costly
property… but the catastrophic impact on their livelihoods is
much greater.” Global Climate Risk Index 2019
Working with communities to ensure that they are better prepared
and have plans in place to deal with emergency situations is
crucial to help them withstand the onslaught of extreme weather
events that are predicted to become more frequent, intense and
destructive.				
|continued overleaf

t TOP: FLOODS DEVASTATED LARGE AREAS OF NEPAL AFTER AN UNUSUALLY HEAVY
MONSOON SEASON IN 2017.
MIDDLE: A LANDSLIDE RIPPED THROUGH A VILLAGE IN JALJALA AS A RESULT OF THE
MONSOON RAINS IN 2018.
BOTTOM: NEPAL’S FIRST EVER TORNADO SUDDENLY STRUCK VILLAGES IN THE
BARA AND PARSA DISTRICTS OF NEPAL IN 2019, BURYING HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE
UNDERNEATH THE RUBBLE OF COLLAPSING HOMES.
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Building resilient mountain
communities - Kalikot
Kalikot is one of the poorest districts in Nepal.
INF is the first organisation to work with this
district’s communities to address climate
change and help them be better prepared
should disaster strike.
As one of Nepal’s most remote and
underdeveloped areas, Kalikot is especially
vulnerable to volatile weather conditions.
Depending on the season, communities are
exposed to drought, heavy rainfall, hail, snow, fire
and landslides, which affect the lives of villagers
and their crops every year.
Communities in Kalikot are not well prepared to
deal with disasters. One of our first priorities is to
support them in building effective committees so
that they can prepare for and are able to respond
to disasters. The committees will set up action
groups trained to evacuate an area at risk, and to
deal with the aftermath of a disaster.
People’s awareness about their own contribution
to risk factors is low. As climate change brings
increasingly volatile weather, heavy rains
combined with deforestation increase the risk of
hillsides collapsing. Most households are using
traditional mud or open tripod stoves which are
fuelled by firewood, leading to deforestation and
an increased risk of fires. Many families in nearby
Bajura have already adapted by using different
types of stoves in their homes. And plantations of
pine and citrus trees, broom grass and bamboo
on bare hillsides in Bajura have proven that
they can reduce the risk of landslide following
monsoon rains. We are hoping to encourage
similar activities in Kalikot.
p TOP: LESS THAN HALF THE LAND IN KALIKOT IS IRRIGATED, LEAVING MOST FARMERS DEPENDENT ON CLIMATIC RAINFALL
TO GROW CROPS. BUILDING WATER CONSERVATION AND IRRIGATION SYSTEMS ARE VITAL ACTIVITIES FOR COMMUNITIES TO
IMPROVE THEIR FARMING AND GROW MORE CROPS.
MIDDLE: WOMEN COLLECTING FIREWOOD. HOUSEHOLDS NEED HUGE AMOUNTS OF WOOD TO FUEL
TRADITIONAL STOVES.
BOTTOM: COMMUNITIES IN NEIGHBOURING BAJURA HAVE LEARNED ABOUT THE RISKS OF DEFORESTATION AND STARTED TO
SECURE HILLSIDES BY PLANTING.
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Protecting people in Nepal’s
plains - Raptipari
Flooding rivers affect more people worldwide
than any other natural disaster. The villages in
the Terai belt that lie along the banks of the
river are at increasing risk of floods as climate
change leads to more erratic rainfall.
Monsoon affects Nepal generally between June
and August, when the clouds carrying the water
from the Bay of Bengal enter from the eastern
part of the country. Floods resulting from the
monsoon rains are seen more in the Terai belt
than in other parts of the country, due to the
force of the flow of the water and all the debris
it carries downstream into the Terai.
The floods of 2017 affected almost 50,000
of some of Nepal’s most vulnerable people,
destroying their homes and leaving them
poorer than ever. In responding to that crisis, we
realised communities were unaware of risks and
unprepared for disaster. So we set up a two-year
project to help them protect themselves against
the risk of future floods.
Local churches and community task forces have
the opportunity to learn about First Aid and

how to conduct search and rescue operations.
We will help the communities to set up
Disaster Management Committees and prepare
plans to reduce the risks of future disasters,
such as establishing safe evacuation routes.
On a more practical level, we will help
members of the community to build raised
latrines and hand pumps at public places such
as schools and health posts to prevent water
contamination and outbreaks of waterborne
diseases in the event of another flood.
Encouraging people to secure river banks by
planting trees and installing flood gates are
also part of the project.
As we prepared this issue for print, the
monsoon season reached critical mass and
heavy rains caused devastating landslides
and widespread flooding. The storms claimed
lives and destroyed homes, infrastructure and
livelihoods. Please help us support the millions
of families affected to survive and rebuild
their lives. Your gift will also help communities
protect themselves against disasters.
Donate to INF’s Disaster Relief Fund at
www.inf.org.uk/disaster-relief/

p ABOVE & RIGHT: TRAINING SESSIONS FOR MEMBERS
OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND COMMUNITY GROUPS RAISE
AWARENESS OF RISKS AND HOW TO
MITIGATE THEM.
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p ABRAHAM SHRESTHA WITH DELEGATES

THE NEXT CHAPTER FOR MINISTRY TO
NEPALIS IN THE UK AND EUROPE...
Abraham Shrestha
(pictured right) provides
pastoral care to many
in the Nepali Diaspora,
offering spiritual support
and fellowship for
hundreds of people living
away from their homeland.
For more than a decade, he has worked
with Nepali communities in the UK, Europe and
beyond to encourage and strengthen newly
established Nepali Christian fellowships. In 2007
there were just three Nepali fellowships in the
UK; now there are more than 30, with even
more established in another eight
European countries.
Abraham also preaches at ‘Nepali Skype
fellowships’. These are virtual meetings held
over Skype that join together isolated Nepali
Christians living in different countries, often from
different continents. These people would not
otherwise get an opportunity for a church service
in their own language. For example, an isolated
Christian Nepali lady living in Saudi Arabia
joins with a couple of Nepali Christians caring
for a disabled person in Holland, and others
18

elsewhere, for a full, Nepali styled church service,
including sung worship and Bible study.
Many fellowships begin with just a couple of
families in a friend’s front room. From this some
have grown to over 100 people.
Abraham’s vision is to support and encourage
many more fellowships across Europe, each
being led by a mature believer, to become
sustainable, independent churches. Currently
he visits eight countries in mainland Europe but
wishes to visit and encourage Christian Nepalis in
a further nine European countries.
Abraham has met with leaders of the Pokhara
Christian Community in Nepal to discuss how
their respective visions and efforts could network
and link together, to cover Europe, the Middle
East, Gulf States and even the Far East.
For INF/UK, the growth of this work has been one
of its most exciting and encouraging initiatives.
The potential for further growth and development
is enormous, as is the need for more workers
alongside Abraham. So, INF/UK and Abraham are
exploring what the next steps might be, and in
particular, whether to link more formally with the
growing Nepali Christian Council UK.

THE NEXT CHAPTER
INF CONFERENCE
BOURNVILLE 2019
More than 100 delegates gathered at Bournville
College Conference Centre in Birmingham to
hear from INF colleagues and partners in Nepal.
Our annual day conference is a chance to hear
directly from the teams working on the ground in
hospitals, health posts and remote communities.
Thanks to your support, these pioneers are
bringing holistic care to some of Nepal’s poorest
and most vulnerable people.
The over-arching theme was what needs
to happen next to strengthen and build the
future of this service. For INF UK, it’s about
broadening our appeal and attracting a wider
audience whose values resonate with the
Christian ethos at the heart of our work. We’ll
also join forces with new partners – such as the
Women’s Protection Centre in Hetauda, Nepal,
who support people at risk of and affected by
trafficking – to make sure we continue to serve
those who need help most.
For Krishna, CEO of INF Nepal since last July and
long-serving staff member with 27 years’ service,

next steps involve stronger partnerships. Krishna
wants to strengthen relationships with the Nepali
government, who are challenging the charity’s
rights to own the land on which Green Pastures
Hospital is built, and between staff members and
the communities they serve.
In Dr Ruth’s case, it’s developing Green
Pastures’ ground-breaking model of palliative
care so that more families will get help with all
aspects of life-limiting conditions, from pain
relief to emotional support.
Surkhet’s fistula centre, led by Dr Shirley, aims to
eliminate this developing-world problem caused
by prolonged labour, complicated childbirth and
inadequate maternal care. Fistula can result in
years of pain, incontinence and exclusion for the
thousands of women affected; success depends
on finding and funding clinicians to heal and
prevent this unnecessary suffering.
See www.inf.org.uk/day for details of next
year’s conference and to book your place!

p ABOVE: JOHN REYNOLDS SPEAKING TO THE CONFERENCE ABOUT POTENTIAL NEW PARTNERSHIPS.
q BELOW: DR RUTH DESCRIBING THE PALLIATIVE CARE MODEL AT GREEN PASTURES HOSPITAL.
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THANK YOU...
FAREWELL TO AN OLD FRIEND
INF’s Gift Catalogue was
launched in January
2007. During its lifespan,
the catalogue sold nearly
5,000 gifts – gifts that
changed lives in Nepal
and brought smiles to
friends and families here
in the UK. It raised a
smashing total of £187,081.
Due to declining numbers in sales the catalogue
was discontinued this summer. We know that
without ‘Really Good Gifts’ Christmas
simply won’t be the same – but let’s
celebrate together the wonderful change
the gifts have meant for thousands of
people. Thank you.
THE END OF OUT-OF-THE-BOX SURGERIES
Thanks to your generous donations and a gift
left in a supporter’s will we were able to build
two brand new outposts. Until recently, when
staff from Shreenathkot’s health post visited
remote areas, services had to be provided in
public places - with equipment stored in a box
in a private house.
The two new outposts serve mainly low-caste
families in deprived rural areas. Thanks to you

p JOHN REYNOLDS INSPECTS THE NEW OUTPOST WITH RAJU
ADHIKARI, THE CEO OF ACN WHO BUILT THE POSTS.
u SURGERY IN CHHOPRAK: BEFORE (ABOVE) AND AFTER
(BELOW) – THANKS TO YOUR GIFTS
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p JOHN REYNOLDS AND RAJU ADHIKARI VISIT THE CHEPANG
FAMILIES IN THEIR NEW HOMES.

EARTHQUAKE-RESILIENT HOMES
FOR THE CHEPANG
Some of the poorest and most marginalised
people nearly missed out on the Government’s
house reconstruction scheme. The scheme, which
helped families made homeless by the earthquake
in 2015, came to an end in December last year.
Our partner ACN spotted an opportunity to
support 250 families, mainly tribal people of a lowcaste background who speak their own language.
ACN negotiated with local communities on their
behalf to find suitable land, and provided practical
advice as well as building supplies to help them
build earthquake-resilient homes. Thank you for
your contributions to this project.
they now have healthcare available in a safe and
dry place. The villagers commemorate your love
and prayers in the text on a plaque (see photo).
Thank you.
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transform their life and walk alongside them, often for months or even years.
Regular donations help us plan for these commitments. Can we count on you?
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One day you could be the
answer to someone’s prayer...
Leaving a legacy to INF is a very special way to ensure that
some of the poorest and most vulnerable people in Nepal
can experience true fullness of life. You will leave behind a
legacy that will make a wonderful difference.

Go to www.inf.org.uk/legacy to download a
FREE brochure about leaving a gift in your will.

